February 26, 2015

The words of appreciation...

It gives me a great pleasure to congratulate S.I.E.S. College of Arts, Science & Commerce, Nerul for organizing National Conference on “New Facets in Business, Economics and Extension” on 20th and 21st February 2015 in collaboration with our Department of Lifelong Learning and Extension, University of Mumbai. I would like to appreciate their efforts to unite four different disciplines like Business, Economics, Management & Extension together at one platform and give an opportunity to its delegates to deliberate on the related issues wherein the researchers will share their views and efforts. It may help the researchers to come together to converse their studies and findings for academic purpose.

I am sure that the conference will benefit to identify key societal business and technology inclinations to grasp business opportunities and to accept the best practices innovatively for emerging developments. These efforts of organizers will be helpful to bring together the expertise, skills and efforts of the stake holders to achieve the targets for the benefits of the society. The conference will provide a podium where both academia and industry professionals can deliberate, debate, discuss, develop and analyze new aspects of business and management with the support of academic tool of extension work activities.

Here today, this conference is not only the effort to give the researchers an opportunity to present their views but to accept inputs with a prestigious honor being the part of it. I wish the organizers to be successful in their efforts and achieve extreme success in the coming years and attain the prosperity.

With warm regards,

Dr. Dilip S. Patil
Professor & Director
Lifelong Learning & Extension
University of Mumbai.